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EL SEPARADOR DE HARWELL

Este separador de isotopos, con una potencia demás de ua

miliamperio y una capacidad para niveles de energía hasta

¿OOfteV, es la primera maquina que airve para procedimientos

do producción tales como el barnizado da semiconductores en

amplia escala y el œordençado y pulimentación por medio ció

haces iónicos.

SI separador de Harwell, que es capaz de utilizar la mayoría

de los elementos como fuentes, tiene también numerosas

aplicaciones en la investigación. Entre los estudios ya

hechos se incluyes, el efecto de implantación, en las propiedades

mecánicas y magnéticas de los materiales, la forjación de defectos

en los cristales iónicos, los choquen atómicos de baja eneróla

y la deterioración inducida, los efectos de conductividad

superficial, el deterioro por radiación en los sediconductores«

y el ausento de las efectos fotoeléctricos en películas delgadas.

Además, debido a su elevada energía, la unidad puede utilizarse

coao un acelerador de iones, puro y simple.

Entre lea características se incJluye una fuente de iones

de bombeo diferencial, con sus bombas rotativas y de difuyion

para reducir al mínimo la contaminación, del eisteaa principal

de vacio y mejorar la preeiSn del separador. Tanto la fuente

xSnica como «1 colector vos dotadas do válvulas aisladoras, a

fin de que se pueda boaibear continuamente el sietsma. principal.

Sigue



.. continuación .

La sencilla construcción del extremo, del colector se ha diseñado

para permitir el acoplamiento de una amplia gama de cámaras

de blanco.

La longitud focal variable puede utilizarse para alterar

la dispersion y controlar la divergencia del haz, así como

para la colocación exacta del foco en el blanco o el colector.

La sencilla óptica del haz y la elevadle estabilidad de los

suministros de energía eliminan la necesidad de.disponer de...

lentes auxiliares de enfoque.

Las características especiales del suministro de la fuente

de iones y la alineación de la fuente ofrecen un amplio control

de la posición del has a través del separador y una extracción

iónica muy estable cobre una amplia.gama de condiciones. La

fuence de iones tiene un filamento para trabajos duros, qué

permite el funcionamiento continuo prolongado del separador

y puede adaptarse para realizar un procedimiento de chisporroteo

i6nico.

La unidad tiene un imán desviador de 60° con un radio de

dotado de puntas podares rotativas que permiten a justarlo hacia

afuera del cents;o,.de. la curvatura del haz iónico, proporcionando

la dispersión de un gran imán dentro de un voluiaen pequeSb.

.. Sigue ..



., Continuación .

Los suministros de energía del iotan y la fuente de alto

voltaje se han estabilizado a una parte en 10 , y la resolución

que, ¿e obtiene excede de 1.000. Con un haz de plorao intenso,

la resolución que se obtiene ee équivalente a un separador

convencional de unos 100 ca de radio*

La gama normal de energía suministrada es de 5 a 40 KeV,

que' es adecuada para numerosas aplicaciones de barnizado,

pero se puede obtener mayor energía utilizando iones cargados

en imúltiples capas. La polarización del blanco puede

utilizarse para ampliar el nivel <ie energía hasta 200KeV. La

intensidad del ha» de 6,0 x 10 iones/seg. es adecuada
i - . . .

para el barnizado en gran escala, y se puede proveer un

dispositivo para barnizar grandes superficies.

La fuente de iones, la hipertensión, las unidades de

suministro de energía para el imán y los controles están-

interconectados para el funcionamiento seguro y se incluye

un sistema interno de enfriamiento por agua.

El separador ocupa una superficie de ? x f> pies, y

los bastidores del suministro de energía y los paneles

de control para una unidad tienen 8 pies x 5 pies 6 pulgadas

de profundidad y 6 pies 6 pulgadas de altura.

; .. Sigue •«



.. Continuación ..

Se espera que la unidad tenga interés %a.t*i los labo-

ratorios de ingeniería,, física, departamentos químicos y

de electricidad de las universidades y. colegios técnicos,

fabricantes de semiconductores., laboratorios ópticos y

establecimientos de investigación atómica»

Lintott Engineering Limited.

(Sr. D.R. Willis, Gérante Técnico),

Horsham, Sussex, Inglaterra.,.

Telefono: Korsham 3316.
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At a time when many scientists ace
concerned about securing funds to sup»
port their «search, those working on
ion implantation may be in a fortunate
position. Not only it their research of
interest in purely scientific terms, but
it. 3s beginning to show considerable
promise for industrias applications. In
tint ion implantation technique, beams
of ions a n accelerated to energies in
the range of about W key to 1 Mev
and are directed into solid targets in
order to modify their properties,, One
obvious application is in the fabrica«
tion of transistors, and earlier this year
Hughes Aircraft Corporation marketed
the first transistors produced with ion
implantation.

The transistors* important charac-
teristics arise from low concentrations
of specific impurity atoms in the crys-
tal lattices of semiconducting materials
such as silicon and germanium. Hie
impurity atoms, or dopants, are usually
from those columns of the chemical
periodic table which flank the column
for silicon and germanium. Semicon-
ductors «re usually doped by « diffu-
sion method in hign4emperatw» fur-
naces. However, ion implantation dop-
ing can be better controlled, and it
may be of use in fabricating a wider
range of semiconductor devices. A» well
as altering the electrical properties of
semiconductors, ion implantation has
definite industrial potential for improv-
ing the current-carrying capabilities of
type H superconductors and for modi-
fying the optical properties of phos-
phors and electroluminescent materials.
It is also possible that implanted ions
can change other properties of solids
such as magnetism, mechanical hard-
ness, and optical transmission.

These practical attributes of ion-beam
technology hav« been a main topic of
discussion at recent scientific confer-
ences and in identifie advisory com-
mittees both in the United States and
in Great Britain. These groups also ex-
fimuied the importan^ problems sow
open to investigation by beans of ac-
vdcraiso ions.

The original parpóte of as American
panel, eoavwMd by WUHan Fowler,
California fostitate of Technology, nay

Ion Implantation

der the auspices of th« National Acad-
emy of Sciences, was to investigate and
publicize new uses of low energy par-
ticle accelerators (less than 5 Mev).

. Since most nuclear physics research
now dealt with higher energies, Fowler
and hit colleagues wen hoping to
breathe new life into these old accele-
rators. Ion implantation wat one of
their major recommendations as a field

- worthy of study. Their other recom-
mendations for the low energy acceler-
ators include studies of atomic struc-
ture by the beam foil technique and
studies of nuclear reactions révélant to
astronomy.

The Ion Implantation Panel of Brit-
ain's Science Research Council issued
a report in February which called for
further development The panel, whose
chairman was O. Dearnoley, of the
Atomic Energy Research Establishment

. (AERE) at Harwell, aoted the rapid ex-
pansion of ion implantation research
throughout the world. The major cen-
ters of activity in tf"s United States are
M.I.T., Stanford, Bell Telephone Labo-

' tatories, Hughes Aircraft, and Ion Phys-
ics Corporation. In Britain, the uni-
versities of Sussex, Surrey, and Sal-
ford, the governitent laboratories at
Harwell and at the Services Electronics
and Research Laboratory (SERL), Bal-.
dock, plus several firms devote sizable
efforts to research and development
Two firms in Japan, Hitachi and To-
shiba, have received large government
grants to develop km implanted semi-
conductor devices. The,! other major
centers' include Chalk River Laboratory,
Canada; the Centre d'Etude Nucléaire,
Grenoble, France; and Áarhus Univer-
sity, Denmark. Then are also active
groups at Caltech, Sandia Corporation,
IBM, and North American Rock-
well.
. Scientists from most«of these insti-
tutions congregated in May for the In-
ternational Conference on Ion Implan-
tation held at North American Rock-
well's Science Center in Thousand Oaks,
California. There was abo » large and .
enthusiastic Bnropean conference on
ion imptantafJoB u England in Sep-
tember at tap University of Reading.
The United ¡States and Canada were
weO represented at this European meet*
tag7 whW» Wat sponsored by the In-

stitute of Physics and the Physical So-
ciety with the Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

At the Reading conference, J. Beale
of Milliard Research Laboratory, Sur-
rey, commented on the present state of
ion implantation technology for semi-
conductor doping. He feels that now
there is no barrier preventing its ex-
ploitation for commercial use. It is im-
pressive that an expert in this field it
willing to state publicly that neither
technical nor economic factors are in-
hibiting the practical application of ion
implantation. Representatives from Lin-
tott Engineering Ltd., Horsham, even
provided a practical demonstration of
Beale's pronouncement At the confer-
ence, they set up an ion implantation
machine which produced milliampere
Twains of dopant ions. But the most
amazing aspect is that they assembled
the apparatus in only a few hours.

The recent upsurge of interest in ion
implantation results from, among other.
things, (i) the demands of semicon-
ductor technology for control of im-
purities at depth and concentrations ac-
cessible to ions accelerated to modest
energies; (ii) the gradua; increase in un-
derstanding of radiation damage in
semiconductor materials; and (iii) the
continued development of' ion sources,
charged-particle beam handling, arid ac-
celerator design—all of which accom-
panied the interdisciplinary interest in
the interaction of energetic ions with
tingle-crystal solids. William Shockley,
who shared the 1956 Nobel prize as
coinventor of the transistor, foresaw
the value of ion implantation for the.
doping of semiconductors when in 1954
he filed a far-reaching patent Although
it was not known at the time, the early
attempts at doping crystals were spoiled
by the radiation damage producid by
the fast ions impinging o» the crystal
lattice. ".'.

Radiation Damage

The first practical device was made
in 1962 by T. Alväger and N. J. Han-
sen, Argonne National Laboratory, who
fabricated a nuclear particle detector
by implanting 10-kev phosphorus ions
into silicon. Although It did not work
very weD, the two physicists managed
to overcome the problem of radiation





damage by annealing the detector at
600°C after the implantation.

When fast ions penetrate into the
crystal lattice, they disrupt the orderly
array of the atoms in the crystals. When
the implanted device is used in an elec-
trical circuit, these defects trap the
conduction electrons and holes and gen*
erally degrade desirable characteristics.
The high-temperature annealing heals
many of these defects. The reordering
of the lattice also assists, in some cases,
in locating the implanted impurity ions
on substitutional positions in the lattice
where they provide the desired electrical
activity. Since the basic interactions of
accelerated ions with solids are very
complex, there had been few detailed
studies. Consequently, little was known
about the exact mechanisms that cause
the radiation damage and those that
heal it. The commercial prospects of
ion implantation have stimulated con-
siderable research on this problem over
the past 8 years.

"Channeling"

The discovery of "channeling" in
crystals played an important role in the
increasing interest in the development
of ion implantation techniques. Prior to
1963 most solid state physicists believed
that ions would penetrate crystalline
material and amorphous material in a
similar mannex'. However, J. A. Davies
and his colleagues at Chalk River found
ions that penetrated to unexpectedly
large depths in crystals. At the same
time, M. T. Robinson and O. S. Oen
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
during a computer calculation of the
trajectories of copper ions within a
simulated copper lattice, observed that
some of thé ions bad extraordinarily
large ranges. These ions found their
way down "opea" Channels in the cubic
lattice. Since all crystal lattices possess
a high degree of symmetry, at certain
orientations the atoms on the lattice
sites are lined up in rows and planes
between which are open channels. When
fast ions enter parallel to these channels
or at an angle that is smaller than- a
characteristic critical angle, the ions •
penetrate much further than they do
when entering from "random" direc-
tions. The theoretical explanation for
channeling was later developed by J.
Undhard and his collaborators at
Aarhus University, Denmark. They em-
phasized that the effectiveness of chan-
neling does not depend on the trans«
parency of the open channels but on
the high probability for, small-angle
scattering between the ions and atoms

•' ' 4M, '
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Fig. 1. Typical distributions of dopants
within silicon. Only those impurities intro*
duced by channeled implantation display
a well-defined boundary.

in the crystal lattice. Thus, the correla-
tions between successive collisions force
the ions to ricochet down the channels.
Figure 1 shows some typical distribu-
tions of dopants which were implanted
by diffusion and by ion beams. The
phenomenon of channeling, which la
being studied extensively in « number
of laboratories around the world, has
provided an extremely useful technique
for measuring both the radiation dam-
age and the lattice location of impurity
ions implanted into solids. However,
it is important to note that our under-
standing of the energy transfer processet
that occur during collisions within
solids is still far from adequate.

By doping semiconductor* with radio-

t MtMld$ SOWCt
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Fig. 2. Crow fflcuoat showing the dine
elements fit MOSFBT«, (») In the con-
ventional tjjrpt, parasitic capacitance is in-
troduced try die «eta overlap, (b) Ion
Implantation »daces tab capacitance and
improve« the frequency response of die
transistor. [Courtesy of O. Denrneley and
J. H. Freeman, AERE, Harwell)

active isotopes such u pnosphonu-32,
it is possible to study the spatial distri-
bution of {be impurity atoms within
the lattice. Thin slices are sequentially
removed from die front face of the
semiconductor, and the radioactivity,
which remains after each cut, is mea-
sured. Using this radioactive tracer
method to map impurity densities, re-
searchers have been able to compare
the density distributions for impurities
implanted by diffusion with those im-
planted by ion bean»—both channeled
and unchanneled (see Fig. 1). Chemical
diffusion is a thermodynamic equilib-
rium process, and the density distribu-
tion is limited by the solubility of the
foreign species within its crystalline
host Higher densities of impurities can
be achieved with ion implantation since
it is not restricted by- this thermal
equilibrium. However, if the concen-
tration of ions is too high, they may
precipitate into dusters that may ad*
versely affect the semiconductor's physi-
cal properties.

Use of RudKrfotd Badseatttriag

Ion bombardment cas even be used
to determine tfes location of impurity
atoms within a lattice. These techniques
were pioneered by a group at Chalk
River. They rely on Rutherford back-
scattering of alpha particles (helium
ions) from the doped crystal and a n
able to distinguish between impurity
atoms occupying substitutional pochions
(regular lattice sites) from tbose occupy-
ing interstitial positions between the
lattice rows or planes. If the doped
crystal is aligned *o that the beam of
alpha particles is channeled, an inter-
stitial impurity ha» a higher probability
of backscattering the alphas than a sub»
stitutional impurity does. In this orien-
tation of the crystal, die substitutif*«]
irapurity atoms «re effectively shtfded
from the alpins by the regular row«
of the lattice. A alpha beam impinging
on die crystal f*om a random direction
cannot distinguish between interstitial
and substitutional impurities. Thus, by
measuring the difference between tin
backscattering alpha spectra for the
crystal in both channeling i od randont
orientation, it is possible to determine
the relative number of impurity atom«
on the lattice sites. The electrical ac-
tivity of dopant ions in transistor* d*4
pends on their being substitutioBaK
Thus the Rutherford scattering tech-
nique provides a means of studying thai
important property as it varies with thi
details of ion implantation and anneal-
ing procedures.





Rutherford backscattcring is applica-
ble to cases in which the impurity
atoms are heavier than the atoms of
the crystal. In this situation, alpha
particles scattered from the impurities
can be distinguished from the much
larger number of alpha particles scat«
tered from the host lattice. This results
from the fact that alpha particles scat»
tered frost heavy atoms retain more of
their energy than whea they are scat-
tered from light atoms. If the. impurity
is lighter than the lattice atoms, it«
signai i» overwhelmed by tha "low-
energy tail" of alphas scattered from
the host atoms. Variations on the
Rutherford backscatter technique can
overcome this problem. Rather than
look for backscattered alphas, research
groups have frausmuted the impurity
nuclei by bombarding the crystal with
protons, an«! then measuring tbe par-
ticles emitted from the nuclear reac-
tions, such as alphas, to distinguish the
impurity from the host lattice. Several
experimental groups have used this
method successfully to determine the
locations of toron implanted in silicon.
Another variant was developed by J. A.
Cairns and R. S. Nelson at AERE, Hai-
,well. They used low energy heavy ions
to induce characteristic x-rays from the
dopants. Again, they compared the
yields when the crystal was aligned for
channeling and when it was unaligncd.

The Rutherford backscatter tech-
nique can also be used to estimate the
amo-mt of radiation damage within a
crystal. Since the crystal defects disrupt
the channeling effects, the spectra of the
backscattered alpha particles observed
for heavily damaged crystals show no
differences between the channeled and
the "random" directions. Not only have
these studies aided researchers in de-
termining the best temperature for heal-
ing the defects, but they have also
shown that interstitial dopant ions mi-
grate to lattice sites during aunealing.
In some applications, the crystalline
specimen Is bombarded while hot in.
order to anneal the defects, as they oc-
cur. For silicon, about 450°C is usu-
ally adequate. However, for full eléc-
trica! activity, it is often accessary to.
anneal at 800° to 900°C. Since these
temperatures are lower than the lOOO'G
or more required to diffuse impurities,
the implanted distribution retains its
sharp boundary within the crystal.
About 650"C is accessary to heal all-
con after bombardment» at ambient
temperature.

Ion implantation ii attractive as a

» ocre«« an*

possible way of doping compound semi-
conductors such as gallium arsenide
and cadmium sulfide. These materials
are difficult and sometimes impossible
to'dope by diffusion since they develop
harmful defects at high temperatures.
Yet they are materials of great im-
portance, particularly for electrolumi-
nescent devices. Implantation results in
materials of this kind are relatively few,
but it is clear that the effects oí dam-
age produced by the implantation are
extremely important. How to effectively
anneal these semiconductors and stilt
not thermally degrade them is a prob-
lem that is now being studied with very
cautious optimism.

MOSPET Sandwich

At Hughes Aircraft Corporation, in
Newport Beach, California, R. W.
Bower and his associates have devel-
oped a commercial method for fabri-
cating field effect transistors consisting
of metal, oxide, and semiconductor
{MOSFET) for which both ion im-
plantation and diffusiofl are used. There
arc three important elements in
MOSFETV-the source, the drain, and
the gate. During conventional produc-
tion, tbe source and the drain are dif-
fused into the semiconductor through
openings etched in an oxide mask. The
metal gate is then deposited through
a second mask (Fig. 2a). Because of
misalignment of the two masks, and
because the source and drain diffuse
sideway, the gate overlaps them by
seyerai micrometers. This overlap gives
rise to parasitic capacitance, called
Miller capacitance, which limits the
high-frequency performance of the
transistor. This undesirable character-
istic can be overcome by fabricating
the MOSFET with gaps between the
elements, and by then implanting addi-
tional dopant ions to more exactly
align tbe source and drain with the
gate {Fig. 2b). There is very little side«
way motion of the implanted ions.
Hughes has marketed a 64-bit dynamic
shift register capable of operating at
frequencies greater than 20 Mhz as
compared with a previous high of about
10 Mhz.

Since the MOSFET's must be pro-
duced in uitracJcan high vacuums, the
semiconductor silicon wafers must be
reloaded after each bombardment. The
Hughe* facility can handle .about six
wafer» at à time. At ABRE, Jim
Stephen aód J. K. Freeman in collabo-
ration with John Shannon, at the Mill-
iard Research Laboratory, bave devel-

oped an apparatus capable of handting
several hundred 2-inch (5-cm) sili-
con wafers for the manufacture of
MOSFETs with beams of boron ions.
Susuma Namba at Osaka University
is working on a technique for increasing
the depth of the implanted region. He
first diffuses boron into silicon by con-
ventional techniques and then bom-
bards the specimen with protons in or-
der to create vacancies deeper in the
lattice. A further diffusion extends the
dopsd region. Hitachi Limited is sup-
porting Namba's research.

. Improved high-frequency perform-
ance is but one virtue of the ion-beam
doping process. Scientists at the Mostck
Corporation in Massachusetts, by uti-
üzing the controllability of this new
process, have manufactured MOSFET
metal-oxide-semiconductor devices with
low threshold voltage (1 to 2 volts).
This allows for lower power dissipation
and better stability. Everything else
being equal, a lower threshold voltage
diminishes the probability that the tran-
sistor will turn on at random (parasitic
turn on). Furthermore, Mostek has man-
ufactured ion-implanted integrated cir-
cuits which incorporate two types of
transistors (enhancement mode and de*
pletion mode). This combination, which
cannot be fabricated by diffusion meth-
ods, improves switching speeds by fac-
tors of 2 or 3 and has the extra ad-
vantage that fewer power supplies arc
needed.

Prospects

In addition to the many devices that
have been and will be built, ion im-
plantation, has a manyfold role in sci-
ence and technology.' For example, im-
planted radioactive ions can be used to
measure the wear on moving parts of
machinery. Previously,' an entire com-
ponent of the machine was activated,
and the amount of wear was measured
by monitoring the radiation in the
lubricating field. Ion implantation of
radioactive nudities avoids the use of
large quantities of activity, but it ttill
provided the same information. At the
other end of the spectfnm, implanted
radioactive ions can be usedn^-mea-
sure the magnetic ñclds within crystals,
or, if the magnitude of the crystal field
is already known, certain properties of
the radioactive nucleus can be mea-
sured. The information is obtained from
measurements of the angular correla-
tion of gamma rays emitted by the
nucleus as it precesses within tbe field
of the host lattice.—GERALD L. WICK





From a for thcoming book on "Ion Implanta t£on"by Dea rna l ey , Freeman,

Nelson S S t e p h e r , t o be pub l i shed by North - Holland P u b l . Co. (1971)

CHAPTER 1

IKTBODUCTION

1.1 Hiatorioal Introduction

The fact that a flux of energetic atomic particles will produce physical

changea in a solid target specimen has been recognized for several decades. I t

is unlikely that nuolear physicists, during the 1930's, making use óf the earïy
• - ¿ • ' ' ''• • ' ' " ' • ' . . . , - • • , •

ion accelerators then available, could have failed to observe visible modification

of certain target materials, but if so these were merely regarded as troublesome

side-effects.

With the development of the nuclear reactor in the early 1940's, the

situation became very different. Materials were for the first time subjected to

intense irradiation by fast neutrons, which cause the atoms they collide with

to recoil with energies up to a few hundred keV. Within the fuel, energetic

fission fragments are also a potent source of damage* The theoretical aspects

of these problems were first considered by E.P. Wigner about 1942, though not
.••!i i :'••

published until later.

The increasing study of nuolear reactions induced by energetic ions led

very soon to a need to know the energy an ̂ on would have at different depths in

a solid target. This led directly to the classic work of Bohr (1948) and others
Oft", it.-,- •.••• •:: •• •• v > ••• .. •

on the theory of ion penetration through matter.

At just about this time, the electrical properties of elemental semi»»

conductors suoh as silicon and germanium were rapidly being exploited, and this
•öfcn • •.. 'ii-' .v:-.< ..

development led to the first transistor in 1949. This naturally initiated a

close study of all means by which electrically-active impurities could be

introduced into semiconductors and, at the same, time, semiconductor device

applications in the nuolear energy field stimulated an investigation of radiation

damage in semiconductors, initially at Purdue University and Oak Hidge National

Laboratory (Davis et al. 1948)> i



Hitherto, perhaps without exception, the effeots of miûlear radiation on

solid objects had been regarded as deleterious» It therefore required imagination

to attempt to improve semiconductor devices by ion bombardment, but in 195>2

Russell Ohl at Bell Telephone Laboratories bombarded point-contact silicon diodes

with helium ions and observed an improvement in the reverse current character-

istics. Implantation of silicon at temperatures between 300 and 500 C produced

photosensitive junctions* At the time, the bombardment was believed to induce a

densification of the semiconductor surface, leading to a change in the band-gap.

In 1955» W.D. Cussins, in Cambridge, bombarded germanium crystals with twelve,

different types of ion and in each case observed an increase in the surface

acceptor concentration« Clearly, a chemical doping effect was being sought but

this was overwhelmed by the damage centres produced during the slowing down of

the ions. Although unsuccessful, this work by Cussins is perhaps the first

example of a deliberate attempt to alter the properties of a solid by introducing

dopant impurities in the form of an energetic ion beam. We distinguish thi3

from the technique of merely incorporating ions into a solid target, e.g, in the

preparation of electroraagnetically-separated isotopic targets. It should be

remarked, however, that at this time the practice had been developed of

converting the surface of metal targets to oxide or nitride as a means of '

holding the separated isotopes of 0 + or N* (Smith, 1956).

The first published work in which a distinction was established between the

damaging and doping effects of implantation was by Bredov et al« {1 S>61 ) in the

U.S.S.R. Their experiments demonstrated differing results in germanium bombarded
) ' " • • • • • . . . • . • • • ' ; - - j . -,

with oxygen and nitrogen ions. Already, by this time, far-reaching patents had

been granted on the ioivâ.â lasfeation̂ tiSfdû ujiî JkojdU. (1956), Shockley (1957)

and tfoyer (1958), and the last two of these reveal that the authors understood

th« need for thermal annealing after implantation in order to restore the

- 2 -



crystalline nature of the bombarded surface. Such a knowledge owed a good deal

to the work in Lark-Horovitz1 school at Purdue.

A slow but steady series of publications continued to appear. Rourke et al.

(1961) implanted ions of group III and group. V elements into silicon at energies

of about 10 keV. Some advantages of this technique were realised, but the

properties of the diodes produced were not reported and no reference was made to

annealing: it is difficult to„ believe thajb the results oould have been very
• • • • • • ' • ' • • • " • • • • ' • * c . . , • . • ; .

promising. Nevertheless, this, publication was widely read and stimulated the

interest of scientists who were studying ways of improving junction devices in

|; silicon. „ .Certainly, two of the present authors considered making U3e of the

process,, at.,îîarwell, for the fabrication of nuclear particle detectors. This

wa3, ;̂ ac>n.¡saf|erwards carried out by Al väger and Hansen (1962), who implanted

phosphorus into silicon, and, after annealing at 6"00°C, obtained diode3 with a

shallow, large-area ¿unction appropriate for nuclear particle detection. This

;• •• • ' • ; ' • • ' • • ? " • •. .• •••?•••:'• •••<.- .• , - . . • , - . ..._-• ' ; f S ^ ; , , , i

work revealed that phosphorus, when implanted into silicon and subsequently

annealed, can produce a similar doping,effect as if.introduced by conventional

diffusion. ..... , .. ,

Serious industrial interest in ion implantation dates from about this'time,

.with the early work at Ion Physics Corporation in Massachusetts, Progress was

hampered, however, by a lack,;of close..association with the. semiconductor device

industry which, itself,, was bound to regard the use.of ion accelerators as a

cos.tjy andhaiardoua development. It was perhaps natural that the next stimulus

should come from laboratories which were exploiting the use of ion, beams in

research. • , , . • . „

• -.-,. In 1963 the phenomenon of ion channelling in crystals became reoognized and

scientists at several major nuclear laboratories (Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,

Canada; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee and the Atoado Energy Kese&roh

Bstablishnent, Harwell) began to study the notion of ions through orystals.

Already these oentres had built up a oonsiderable experience in the production

1 ¡S '-'3- •



and handling of ion beams and their use in experimenta to simulate radiation

damage produced in reactors. The fir3t international meeting to include a

session on what now would be termed ion implantation took place at Aarhus

university, Denmark in 1965« This occasion aroused interest at Aarhus in ion

channelling, the study of which followed naturally on the earlier work of

J. Lindhard and his school on the theory of ion penetration, and the development

at/the same institute of electromagnetic isotope separators capable of ion beam

production. There is no doubt that these fundamental studies, begun at several

centres in 1963-5, attracted capable scientists to the subject ,of ion implantation

and awakened interest in the technological potential, particularly for the doping

of semiconductors, the properties of which are governed by minute concentrations

of electrically active material«

At Harwell, for example, a programme of work was initiated in 1965,

co-ordinating the activities in four different Divisions, and aimed at exploring

the physics and technology of the ion implantation process quite broadly»

Besides the basic understanding of ion penetration and the accompanying radiation

damage, electrical effects in semiconductor structures were to be examined and

designs produced for machines capable of carrying out the process on an industrial

scale. It was recognized that close contact with the semiconductor device

industry was essential, and .this was achieved under the auspices of a government

defence organisation (C.V.D.) which itself supported a complementary research

programme at SBRL, Baidook. Almost all the results oif this work, over the

succeeding years, have been published in the open literature in order to help in

the assessment of ion implantation, not only as a technological prooess but also

as a research tool. "~ + ----•-•=--- =---------==̂ —=-=--=™=-,--:-̂ .̂ /=..,._,;̂ ,̂ _/.;-.

Aotivity on a world-wide soale has increased very considerably over the

past few years, and after constituting a major part of a conference on
•re ,



L

Applications1 of Ion Beams.to Semiconductor Technology (at Grenoble, 1967),

Ion Implantation became the subject of a.regular series of international

conferences, initiated.in 1970 with a meeting in Thousand Oaks, California* ,. . .

This was shortly afterwards followed by a European meeting held at the

University of Reading. The scale of attendance and contributions at.these

meetings hasj since the one in Aarhus,-necessitated a separation into.tvrp,,, .•-

sets of conferences: one on the basic atomic collision processes in solids

(at the University of Sussex in 1969 and at Sausdal,.. Norway, 1971)». and the

other dealing with the physics and technology of ion implantation. Industrial

interest has quickly grown ¡since, the time when ion implanted devices., f irst

showed real advantages «ayer conventionally manufactured structures. Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Hughes Research Laboratories,, and ÏBM in the U.a.A.,

Hitachi and Toshiba in .Japan, and Mullardand G.E.C,;.ia the U.K. are., examples

of mâ or semiconductor device companies which have,mounted large-scale ion

implantation programmes!, and in common with a number., pf smaller firms several

of these are now in a position to market ion-implanted devices. In.parallel

there has grown up a l ively market for implantation* machines and target chambers

and companies in the U.S.A..«Britain, Denmark and France are offering avvariety

of such machines, :some of which are capable of large-scale production, i . e .

fauffioient to meet the daily, throughput of a.major,,device manufacturer. ,

h. In tMs sense, ion implantation may claim to have, arrived, and yet i t s

full assessment has s t i l l to be made. In the semiconductor field, the recent

tightenin^i^thentfoonpiniO; situation generally ha», heldback the in8tal3,a.^|on .

of new capital,equipment. Some ppsaibly less expensive, though less versatile,

processes ¡auch, as «ilioon gate, teçhnplogy are being evaluated. TheeconoB^ca

of ion iœplaatatiLpn in fulj.^aaaiej-use on the factory, floor haye yeĵ fco.̂ be,,̂  , ,

worked out, though the 'oap*biliti«a of »odern equipaent allow optifliBtio .. ^ ,
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estimates'to be oade¿ Besides its application in semiconductor device

technology there is scope for the exploitation of ion implantation in spheres

where properties cither than the electrical behaviour require to be modified. -

Wherever the surface nature of a high-cost oomponent presents some problem it

ia worthwhile considering the application of the ion implantation technique-,

for the same reasons «hereby it offers advantages in the already highly»

developed semiconductor field. •

From the historical survey above we have seen that interest in and the

capability for undertaking researoh in ion implantation sprang up largely ia

the nuclear energy field. The industrial exploitation necessitates a transfer

of this experience into quite different fields of microelectronics and solid

state science« There is a problem, therefore, of scientific communication

between disciplines which must.be solved with the minimum delay* •'

We believe, therefore, that this book is a timely outline of the physios

and technology of ion implantation, not.only in semiconductors but also in other

potential fields. We have tried to provide the basic understanding from which

future technical developments may derive. Moreover, as we shall see in the

next section, there is among the universities à new interest in ion implantation

as part of a general field of study of atomic collision phenomena in solids»

In Britain, the Science Research Council singled-out the topic of ion implantation,

in this general sense, for particular support and chose three main centres, at

the Universities of Salford, Surrey1 and Sussex, to be fully equipped with - •

accelerators' suitable for different' aspects of such work. Their work* together

with that of the government laboratories already mentioned, has shown the value

of ion beams both for modifying and probing solids of many types« This same

pattern of activity ia matched in other countries, where university' groups have

been, well supported in this ne* and inter<-disoiplinary field. ''•'•



1.2 The Scope of the Subject

It may be helpful at this early stage to outline in more detail the soope

of the subject we-.terra ion implantation, since it is a relatively.new area of

research lying between the more traditional studies of solid state physics,

nuclear phy3iC3 and atomic physics« Its techniques are drawn from eaoh of

these'fields, which is one reason why it offers particularly good possibilities

for the training of versatile research students.

We might define ion implantation to be the process of modifying the physical

or chemical properties of a solid by embedding into it appropriate atoms in the

form of a beam of ionised particles. These properties may be electrical,

optical, mechanical; they may relate to the superconducting behaviour of the

material^ or its corrosion behaviour. The ions introduced may be radioactive,

in which case the subsequent decay processes may reveal information about the

solid itself« The solid may bè crystalline, polyorystalline or amorphous and

need not be homogeneous. It would be wrong at this stage to limit one's ideas

to the area of dopant species implanted into single-crystal silicon«

It is important to point out those areas we- shall not include. Thus the .

radiation damage of solids studied in a general way is a well-established topic:

only-those aspects whioh are relevant to the implantation of ions will be

covered, and.readers who., wish to broaden, their-understanding are referred to

texts such as those by Strumane et. al. (1961t) and Thompson (1969). The ejection

of material from a solid by ion boabardsent, i.e. sputtering, is only briefly

mentioned since, although this ii an important technological process, fch« affects

are generally negligibl« in ion inplantation as applied so far, I* shall »imply

mention th« effect where relevant,, Kor do we deal with the release, fron att

implanted solid, of gaseous material as a result of heating« This and other
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related topio3 are dealt with by Carter and Colligon in,their textbook (1968). :. ;,

We do, however, include a number of techniques for the ;examination,of

implanted solids, such as electrical conductivity and Hall coefficient measurement,

transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and probing by , .

means of a more penetrating ion beam* This last teohniqua receivea particular

attention because it has developed in parallel with the study of ion channelling

in crystals; and may be less familiar to readers than the more conventional

methods of examination mentioned above. • • , •_ , r:

As pointed out in section 1.1,; we have aimed at describing not,only the

physics and technology of ion implantation as process of industrial potential

but also to point out its possibilities in research. In many solid-state . ,

problems one may wish to introduce, controllably, some particular, impurity atoms

and study the change produced. Alternative techniques.suoh as diffusion or . .

co-evaporation may often bè impracticable, in which oase ion implantation, offers

a straightforward and reproducible means of achieving what is required. Beiïifî  ,

a non-equilibrium process, one may exceed solubility limits and observe the .; •

subsequent precipitation phenomena. One. may.incorporate any kind of ion

without the need for'developing a set of,diffusion conditions or the appropriate

chemical combination method. Several oases have arisen in which a rapid survey

of many combinations of dopant and host material were, accomplished by ion .,

implantation* Furthermore, th« phonooiéna of ion channelling, energy loss ,....i....•«.

processes in solids, defeat migration and clustering are of basic interest.for

their own sake. They;are therefore given treatment in more detail than would ..

be warranted by the purely techniooloffioal rol« of ion implantation: we have \

=studenti itt]ti»"wj(^^
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The interaction of ion beams with solids is relevant also to tho3e expori»

ments which set-out to simulate the effects of fast neutron damage in reactora

by means of ;ion bombardment. Whatever species of ions are used, the implantation

of material into the target will produce changes which must be understood and

distinguished from the results of atomic displacement. Even in space research,

Scientists must be aware of the effects of ion bombardment, resulting from the

paBfefceleS/rOf the ¡solar wind. On the lunar surface, there is evidence of material

which has bean implanted in this way for extreme periods of time, and knowledge

of the effects of such a process will be relevant to interpreting observations

made on lunar surface samples. We have in mind the hope that the, present book

may stimulate the imagination of scientists in other fields and inform them of

the possibilities of ion implantation for research and technology. Too often the

more specialised research papers published in the literature are read only by

specialists within the same field:;, -there is a need, we feel, to disseminate

more widely the information regarding ion implantation and its possibilities

and limitations. :

' il 6.
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